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2. The economic benefits of underconsumption.
3. Where savings come from.
4. Why economic growth is dependant on savings.
5. How consumer spending stiffels economic growth.
6. How capital is created.
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18. Why most politicians are deceivers. (This of course will not be news to many, but this book will allow you to cite chapter and verse.)
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Once upon an Island lived three men who fished for food every day...

I'M ABLE!

I'M BAKER!

AND I'M CHARLIE!

Ugh! Fishing by hand is no bucket of bass!

It's harder than eating soup with a fork!

But after much trouble they each managed to catch one fish per day...
AND EVERY DAY, ABLE, BAKER AND CHARLIE CONSUMED THE FISH EACH HAD CAUGHT, ENABLING THEM TO SURVIVE TO THE NEXT DAY TO CATCH ANOTHER FISH...

ANOTHER DAY... ANOTHER FISH!

AND SO, IN THIS SUPER SIMPLE ISLAND SOCIETY THERE ARE...

THIS IS SURVIVAL, AND THAT'S ABOUT ALL...

EVERYTHING THAT IS PRODUCED IS CONSUMED!
ONE NIGHT, LOOKING UP INTO THE STAR-STUDDED SKY, ABLE IS STRUCK BY A THOUGHT...

THERE MUST BE MORE TO LIFE THAN CATCH, EAT AND CATCH!

His THINK-BOX STARTED GRINDING...

AND THE IDEA FOR A FISH-CATCHER IS BORN...

O000000 I'LL CALL IT A NET!

SO, THE NEXT DAY...

WHAT? YOU'RE NOT GOING FISHING TODAY ABLE!

YOU'LL GO HUNGRY!

I NEED NET MATERIALS!
Able is living out a few very basic economic principles in order to improve his way of life...

He is underconsuming and he is taking a risk!

I'm giving up something...eating!

It might not even work!

Growl!

At day's end Able has completed his net. He has created capital through his self sacrifice!

His friends snooze contentedly toward a new day of hand fishing...

While Able can't sleep for hunger and worry about his risk taking experiment...
The next day Baker and Charlie make much sport of Able's invention.

You could wear it like a hat...
You could tie it in a bow! Ho-ho!

I'm going fishing! You'll see!

The laughs soon fade to gasps...

Gasp! He caught one already!

Bravo! It works just as I'd planned!

And by day's end Able has caught 2 fish...
Baker and Charlie each the usual.

I'm dead tired, too!

Now I have 1 more fish than I need to consume... I have generated savings!
ABLE'S SAVINGS CREATE CAPITAL

Since the Island society had no store of savings, the Island's first piece of capital equipment was derived solely from Able's willingness to deny himself food for 1 day!

Now I don't have to spend every day fishing!

Now I have time to build a better shelter, make tools and till the soil.

Without a supply of savings (capital) an economy cannot grow!
Baker and Charlie soon realize that they too could benefit from Able's net... his capital!

Hey, Able, ol' buddy-buddy...

Let us borrow your net, huh?

But Able is nobody's fool! He remembers his self sacrifice...

Hunger...

... risk!

Nothing doing! Make your own net, buddy-buddies!

Huh? B-but we can't stand to be hungry!

Not everybody is cut out for self deprivation!
BESIDES, WE'RE ALL THUMBS WHEN IT COMES TO HAND-CRAFT!

WE MIGHT STARVE TO DEATH BEFORE WE CAN MAKE A DECENT NET!

SO HOW ABOUT THIS... LOAN US SOME OF YOUR SURPLUS FISH TO EAT WHILE WE MAKE A NET?

WE'LL REPAY YOU FROM OUR NET CATCHES!

OH, YEAH! THEN IF YOU FAIL I'VE LOST MY SAVINGS!

I'D HAVE EVERYTHING TO LOSE AND NOTHING TO GAIN BY MAKING SUCH A LOAN!

HE'S GOT A POINT!

A STRAIGHT LOAN IS NO INCENTIVE FOR HIM!
Baker and Charlie's think-boxes mesh gears... and a financial idea is born!

Hey, Able... hear this! For every fish you loan to us while we build a net we'll pay back two fish!

Now that interests me!

If I loan them four fish I'll get back eight fish!

I'll be four fish richer without doing any more work!
TWO-WAY BENEFITS

But it's not only Able the "capitalist" who gains...

This deal really won't cost us anything, Charlie!

Yes, we can use Able's capital without any personal sacrifice...like going hungry!

With the four fish we borrow we can eat while building our nets!

And with our daily catch doubled we can soon repay the 4 fish loan plus 4 fish interest to Able!

It'll really cost us nothing because we'll pay off Able out of our increased productivity, thanks to his savings!

We'll be much better off and soon we'll have capital savings to loan out, too!
ABLE'S SAVINGS OPTIONS

1. He simply might hold onto his savings for possible future emergency use, but of course, then they wouldn't grow...

ONCE SMOKED THEY DON'T SPOIL! I MIGHT WANT TO EAT THEM IF I'M EVER SICK OR SOMETHING HAPPENS!

2. He could indulge himself and consume all his savings...

MAN, WHAT A PIG-OUT!

3. He could loan out his four fish to Baker and Charlie and get back eight fish if they succeeded in building nets!

RISK REARS ITS UGLY HEAD!

UH! IF THEY FAIL I'VE LOST MY SAVINGS!
4 But still another possibility struck able...

Instead of loaning fish (consumption goods) to Baker and Charlie to sustain themselves while they build a net (a capital good), why not use the fish myself?

I'll consume one fish per day for two days while I build two more nets...

Then I'll still have two fish and I'll own three nets...
Next, I can rent a net to Baker and Charlie for 1/2 a fish per day, a reasonable fee...

Baker and Charlie will each be able to catch **two fish** per day with the nets!

Since I would've caught 1 fish without the net, and subtracting 1/2 fish rent... I'm now **1/2 fish richer**!

It beats the hard work of hand-fishing whereby I can catch only 1 fish per day!

... and I can retire and never work again, with **30 fish per month rental fees coming in**!
It beats loaning 4 fish to Baker and Charlie to build their own nets! That would have earned me a total of only 4 fish!

Of course Baker and Charlie might only rent the nets for 2 days... then use their savings to build nets for themselves... I'd be only 2 fish ahead!

What to do?... Loan out 4 fish, so Baker and Charlie can build their own nets, and get 8 fish back, or... eat two of my fish while building 2 more nets for rental that might bring back only 2 fish... but possibly steady retirement earnings?

Decisions... decisions! But no matter which way he goes, if Baker and Charlie are successful, Able will have increased his and society's capital!
Review

ABLE (AND SOCIETY) HAS ONLY FIVE THINGS HE CAN DO WITH HIS SAVINGS GAINED BY SELF-SACRIFICE...

1. HE CAN SAVE WHAT HE HAS SAVED

2. HE CAN CONSUME WHAT HE HAS SAVED

3. HE CAN LOAN OUT WHAT HE HAS SAVED...
   WE'VE GOT FOOD... LET'S TAKE A DAY TO BUILD NETS!

4. HE CAN INVEST WHAT HE HAS SAVED...

5. OR HE CAN TRY A COMBINATION OF ALL FOUR CHOICES
Whatever able does it will be based upon the relative risk and profit rewards & his personal economic needs!

Savings Options
1. Save savings
2. Consume savings
3. Loan out savings
4. Invest savings

We'll tell you what to do with your capital, Able...

Loan it out for low-low interest!

How about charity? Divvy up!

Or how about this?

Oh, no you don't!

I'm the only one who stands to lose directly if my savings are wasted!

Moral Right

So only Able has the moral and equitable right to decide how to use his property!

Whatever choice Able makes eventually will enable the community to generate 3 extra fish per day, assuming they all continue to work just as hard!
What about greed?

WON’T IT BE BAD IF ABLE TURNS OUT TO BE A GREEDY GUY, WANTING MORE AND MORE WEALTH?

BAD FOR WHO?

THE ONLY WAY ABLE’S WEALTH CAN INCREASE IS IF HE MAKES HIS WEALTH AVAILABLE TO OTHER MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY!

Equipment Rental

Fish Loans

Otherwise his wealth will stay the same or get smaller as he personally uses it up!

The noble thing about private capitalism is that it forces those who may only be motivated by personal gain to raise the standard of living of others!
So Able decides to loan 4 fish to Baker & Charlie...

Now we have fish to eat while we build our own nets!

The nets are made...

And they now catch enough fish to eat and to pay back their loan to Able...

Now Able has profited from his loan, and so have Baker and Charlie...

I'm 4 fish richer!

We own nets we didn't own before!
Now Baker and Charlie fish for a full week, saving enough fish to enable them to devote another week's effort on a still bigger capital project...

Let's build a bigger and better fish catcher!

This much larger project requires more and new materials... plus ingenuity...

We need tougher stuff... like vines!

... and bamboo!
the BETTER FISH TRAP

OUR BIG TRAP CATCHES FISH CONTINUALLY!

OUTSIDE OF A FEW REPAIRS, NOW AND THEN, WE ONLY HAVE TO GATHER THE FISH WE WANT TO EAT EACH DAY...PLUS SOME EXTRAS TO SAVE!

NOW WE HAVE PLENTY TO EAT AND LOTS OF LEISURE WITH SAVINGS TO BOOT!

WE DON'T HAVE A CARE IN THE WORLD!

OH, NO?

Huh? What Do You Know About the Fish Business, Owl?

I Know Plenty About Disasters, Chump!
NATURAL DISASTERS... ACTS OF GOD

These may disrupt the island's economy by damaging its capital... the big fish trap.

The flood has destroyed our trap!

There go my savings!

But when we find "hard times" (such as recession and depression) in the absence of natural disasters, their cause is man-made!
UNNATURAL DISASTERS

Throughout history unnatural disasters have been caused by nonproductive politicians meddling in the natural economic order to steal the productivity of some for the benefit of others.

Let’s take from the “haves” and give to the “have nots”!
Suppose Baker and Charlie approached Able for a "vacation loan" instead of a loan for building nets...

We're tired and need a rest!

Loan us each two fish so we can bask on the beach a few days!

It will cost you each 2 fish in interest! How will you repay?

Er...we'll work harder!

And do without eating for several days!

You'll have to go without eating 4 days to repay your loan!

But we've just gotta have a vacation!
LOOK! WHY BORROW AND GO HUNGRY 4 DAYS TO RE-PAY THE LOAN, WHEN WITHOUT BORROWING YOU CAN FINANCE YOUR VACATION BY GOING WITHOUT FISH FOR ONLY 2 DAYS?

WE WANNA TAKE OUR VACATION

YIKES! THE "NOW" ORIENTED GENERATION!

I DENY YOUR LOAN WHICH WOULD ONLY BENEFIT ME AND BE AN ECONOMIC BURDEN TO YOU!

BESIDES... IF I MAKE A CONSUMER LOAN TO YOU I WON'T HAVE AS MUCH TO LOAN OUT FOR PRODUCTIVE PURPOSES!

BAH! FOOEY!
Can Able Expand Credit?

Politicians and Bankers frequently refer to "expanding" or "easing" of Credit! But can anybody DO THIS AT COMMAND? Can a Statist Magician really make more wealth available to loan by a mere wave of his MAGIC WAND?

The Obvious Answer is NO! Noboby can loan out something they don't have! Any attempt to do so is TRICKERY and FRAUD!

Take THIS! I'll make good on it! Who are you KIDDIN'?!

You have ONLY 4 FISH in your Basket!

LOANS

The Island's total supply of CREDIT is limited by its total supply of FISH!
Able has wisely rejected Baker and Charlie’s request for a “vacation” (consumption) loan, and a week later.

Baker and Charlie cannot fish because of a storm or sickness...

Now, out of compassion, Able makes a consumer loan out of his sacrificially accumulated savings so that Baker and Charlie can eat and live to work another day...

 loans

Thanks, Able!

We’ll work hard and scrimp and save to pay you back!
Baker and Charlie squander the island's savings having fun on the beach...

Easy come...

Easy go!

And then a storm strikes

Who turned out the sun?

Yikes! Head for a cave!

Hurry! It's a hurricane!
The storm rages for days, making fishing impossible!

Don't you have any more fish, able?

Sorry! You wasted all the island's savings vacationing.

In their weakened condition, disease could take over...

Result... the island society could be totally wiped-out, thanks to "consumer debt." The great waster!
If on the other hand, able refused to make the "vacation loan," he would have had "emergency funds" available to weather the storm...

A depression or a recession has set in!

Yes, savings can mean the difference between the life and death of society!

**LESSON:**

**Consumption Loans**

**Waste Savings**

**Investment or Capital Loans**

**Tend to Increase Savings**

Loan Interest Increase

Life

It makes a big difference

Death

Savings

Consumer Debt
CAPITAL LOAN RISK

Of course, not all investments or capital loans work out, and this can also bring about a reduction and a waste of society’s store of savings. But the ones that work make up for the ones that don’t!

ABLE MAY HAVE MADE LOANS TO BAKER AND CHARLIE TO BUILD NETS, BUT...

WHERE ARE ALL THE FISH TODAY?

I’M A POOR NET-MAKER!

OR ABLE MAY HAVE USED UP HIS CAPITAL BUILDING MORE NETS FOR HIMSELF, BUT...

I CAN’T FIND ENOUGH SUPPLIES! LUGH!

I NEED THIS FOR MY NEST!

BAKER AND CHARLIE IRRATIONALLY REFUSE TO RENT MY NETS!
Loans for consumption purposes reduce the amount of funds available to finance both capital projects and the production of more consumer goods, and therefore can only lower society's standard of living and its economic security.

Hi-ho...Hi-ho...It's off for fun we go...

I'm out of funds now!

Surfboards?

I couldn't borrow to build 'em!

No surfboards?

No sunglasses!

Why not?

Fools!

Your consumption loans took all of the island's savings so that no loans were available for manufacturing surfboards, sunglasses, or anything else!
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS ENCOURAGING LOANS TO POOR QUALITY AND HIGH RISK APPLICANTS DEVELOP A HIGHER DEGREE OF CAPITAL FAILURE, AND WASTE SOCIETY'S SAVINGS IN THE SAME WAY AS GRANTING CONSUMER CREDIT!

GO AHEAD... LOAN TO THOSE POOR RISKS! I'LL GUARANTEE THE LOANS!

BUT GOVERNMENT HAS NO SAVINGS! IT CAN ONLY RAID THE SAVINGS OF THOSE WHO HAVE SACRIFICIALLY UNDER-CONSUMED TO CREATE SAVINGS!
But now let us suppose, that, while Baker and Charlie were attempting to negotiate a consumer loan from Able for a vacation, Franklin Dee, the island’s bully showed up...

What’s up, Chums?

Aw, Able won’t make a vacation loan to us!

He’s stingy!

He’s greedy!

He’s denying us a much-needed vacation!

Why, you tightwad! You’ve got four fish you don’t need; so why don’t you loan ’em to these guys?!

Bah!!
Today, in America, the influence of politicians on loaning institutions operates in much the same way as Franklin Dee, to:

1. Waste savings by encouraging the uneconomic use of credit

2. Discourage savings by reducing if not completely eliminating the rewards of thrift
Now let's see how the same economic rules that operate in a simple economic society also apply to a more complicated one...

Able's initial willingness to create capital through his own personal sacrifice has benefited many other islanders.

Now there are many "Ables" fishing with their own nets...

But not everybody has the skills of netmaking and fishing...

Some islanders borrow fish to sustain themselves while they build the tools of other trades...

I'm a hammock maker!

I make tables and chairs!

There's lots of need for wagons!
I'm a (puff-puff!) Boulevard builder!

And there are also Building-builders...

Route 1

Outstretched Arms Apts.

Boat Builders...

Buggy Builders...

Buggy Works

Puff-mobile

You name it!

The Islanders continued to use fish as a medium of exchange. All wages and prices were quoted in terms of so many fish as were the terms of loans, and since each person on the island consumed one fish per day, the island's price structure was related to their daily consumption of fish!
However, as the islander's fish-savings increased, they simply did not have the necessary storage facilities...

Are you kidding? burglars always look there first!

And while they would have liked to see their savings grow by loans and investments, individual producers had neither the time nor training to judge the merits of business propositions offered to them...

Martha, he's selling shares in the cod liver oil sweepstakes!

So an honest and wise member of the island community, Max Goodbank, seeing a very real business opportunity, enters the scene...

I'll build a large storage facility for the island's fish savings! Just what we need!

Er... but just how will it work?
How "FISH SAVINGS & LOAN CO." WORKS

When the "ABLES" on the island underconsume they deposit their fish savings with Mr. Goodbank...

THANKS, MR. ABE! HERE'S YOUR RECEIPT!

FISH SAVINGS AND LOAN CO.

FISH SAVINGS ACCOUNT
OF MR. J. M. ABE
NO. 001,356

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DEP</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
<th>INT.</th>
<th>BAL.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So the ables delegate investment responsibility to Mr. Goodbank.
I need some fish to eat while I build a tool factory!

HMM... you have a good record!

Mr. Goodbank has too much integrity to risk the Islander's savings on vacation loans and the like...

Under his wise and conservative care the Island's savings and commerce continue to grow.
But Mr. Goodbank does have compassion for those in desperate need of consumer credit due to dire emergency, poor health, unemployment, etc.

I've set up a contingency fund for borrowers like you, Mr. Hardtimes!

I'll do my best to repay this loan, sir!

But if borrowers are unable to pay back these loans, the bulk of the Island's savings is still untouched and available for essential island projects!

After San Francisco's great earthquake in 1906 a local banker made street corner emergency loans to earthquake victims...
Now several generations have passed since the original I. M. Able made his personal sacrifice and created the island's first piece of capital equipment (a net). The island's economic and social progress began at that point.

The island continued to develop and prosper with Mr. Goodbank's storage vault and his and his sons' wise administration of loaning out society's capital.

Investment decisions continued to be made by individuals...

Let's put our fish in the bank!

Loan decisions were made by Mr. Goodbank II (he looks just like his grandfather, doesn't he?)

Loan denied!

Loan approved!
Manny Fund

But some investors wanted to take greater risks for potentially greater rewards.

No, no... too risky! I won’t chance it!

Why don’t you loan to the newly formed Sling-flight Co.?

If that venture really flies, we’ll clean up!

Mr. Goodbank, true to form, will not invest in high risk ventures!

Ahem! I believe I can be of service, Gents.

Huh? Who are you?

Manny Fund is the name! Pool your risk capital with me, and I’ll invest those savings in higher risk ventures!

Yay! Big profits coming! We aced it!

It’ll be worth the risk! Hey, guys!
So while Mr. Goodbank continues to be entrusted with capital growth through more conservative forms of investment, Manny Fund invests for the risk-takers...

H'RAY! "Sling-flight" profits are soaring!

But the "Blubmarine Company" went under!

And so, the island's economy continues to grow to the benefit of all!
From the beginning islanders drew their water from the mountain stream...

So most people didn't live or work very far from the water supply!

One year a dreadful drought, a natural disaster, just about wiped out everybody...

What could be done as insurance against such a thing in the future?
The fertile mind of "H₂O Peddler" tackled the problem...

Hmm... in nature rain runoff collects in ponds! Let's copy nature!

Let's build a big reservoir to collect and save rainwater for future use!

Mr. Goodbank had a receptive ear!

And equally important, the island's savings were now great enough to fund such a large project...

Then we'll construct a network of pipelines, etc., etc...

You've got a loan for your project, Mr. H₂O Peddler!
The Water Works Project

The Water Works Project required an investment by the savers of the community of 547,500 fish... enough to support a crew of 250 men for 2 years while they labored...

The risk was weighed against success! The project, if successful, would pay for itself and insure a better future for every Islander!
SUCCESS

OF THE WATERWORKS PROJECT FLOWED THROUGH THE ISLAND'S ECONOMY! PIPELINES, AVAILABLE FOR A REASONABLE CHARGE, BROUGHT WATER GREAT DISTANCES!

INDUSTRY & WORKERS COULD LOCATE AT POINTS REMOTE FROM THE SOURCE OF WATER.

IRRIGATION MADE CROP FAILURES LESS LIKELY...

RELIRED OF THE TASK OF HAULING WATER BY HAND, EVERYBODY NOW HAS MORE TIME AND ENERGY TO DEVOTE TO PRODUCING MORE CONSUMER GOODS AND DEVELOPING NEW CAPITAL PROJECTS!
The water works prospered and paid back its loan plus interest. So the island's savings capital grew and grew under Mr. Goodbank's watchful care.

Quite a catch!

The entire island economy "blooms" thanks to the capital invested in the water works!
TO SOME ISLANDERS IT APPEARS THAT THE ECONOMICS OF PROSPERITY AND DISASTER HAVE BECOME DIFFERENT WITH BIGNESS AND COMPLEXITY FROM THOSE OF A SMALL ECONOMY...

WOW! IT'S A WHOLE NEW BALL OF WAX... OR BOX OF GEARS!

BUT THIS JUST ISN'T TRUE! BASIC ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES DO NOT CHANGE WITH THE SIZE OF AN ECONOMY... THEY'RE JUST HARDER TO SEE BECAUSE OF MORE COMPLICATED AGENCIES...

...AND TERMINOLOGY. DIRECT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELF SACRIFICE, SAVINGS, CREDIT, INVESTMENT, ECONOMIC INCENTIVE, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROGRESS IS ALWAYS THE SAME!

SIMILARLY, THE PRINCIPLES OF MATH DON'T CHANGE WITH THE SIZE OF THE PROBLEMS...

IT'S STILL ADDITION!

**Ledger:**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
1,302,682.10 \\
+302,987.00 \\
3,172,269.00 \\
+568,906.21 \\
5,797,944.31
\end{array}
\]
GOVERNMENT on the ISLAND

Self government was the bottom line...

I mind my own! Everybody else do likewise... or else!

Settling disputes and crimes of passion had long been settled by the islanders in a very direct and personal manner...

C'mon, Paul... uncle Ned! The varmint stole our hen!

Go git him boys!

This contract is void!

Rip! Rip! Rip!

You can't do that! Can you?

Stick 'em up!

Help somebody! Please!

But seldom was there any help around!
The islanders decided to elect a Senate to select and oversee judges and a constabulary, whose purpose was to protect life, rights, and property.

Let's elect 12 senators to do the job!

C'mon! Everybody get out and vote!

Hold it! Let's decide on a voluntary voting tax!

Pay to vote?! How undemocratic! It should be free!

Indeed?

But if a vote costs nothing it's worth nothing!

The ignorant and irresponsible will vote if it's free, and such votes are dangerous!

I like the way this candidate parts his hair!

Eenie, meanie, miney, moe...ones as good as another!

Elect Freewill to Senate

Vote 4 Grinsted
In government, if you want a say, then you've got to pay!

Okay!

Let the stupid and who-cares citizen stay home! If he pays to vote he'll pay more attention to the issues and the candidates...

Hold it! Mr. Goldsmith is rich... he should pay more to vote!

Why is that?

Rich and poor alike will receive the same benefits from government... protection of life, liberty, and property!

Like going to the theater... the price is the same for everybody... each person enjoys the same entertainment...
Okay...you win again, Mr. Justice...everybody should pay the same tax to vote!

Huh? Look who's coming to vote!

Hold it, Sonny!

Huh?

You're too young to vote!

What does age have to do with it?

I work! I'm a productive member of society, and I'll pay the 5 fish tax to vote!

Er...um...you've got me there, kid!

On the other hand, that old hobo contributes zero to our society and his judgment is questionable!
WHY PAY TO VOTE?

SO I CAN HAVE A SAY IN WHAT KIND OF MEN ARE ELECTED!

5 FISH IS A CHEAP PRICE TO PAY FOR CONTROL OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL JUSTICE!

SOME OF THE ISLANDERS, OF COURSE, WOULD NOT HAVE GIVEN EVEN ONE FISH LET ALONE FIVE, TO PROMOTE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL JUSTICE! Fortunately, they did not have a voice in the island's government!

WHO CARES?

AND SO, WITH THE ENFORCEMENT OF JUST LAWS, AND THE COURT SYSTEM ENFORCING CONTRACTS AND DISPUTES AMONG TRADESMEN, TRADE WAS FACILITATED, AND THIS FURTHER INCREASED THE DIVISION OF LABOR, INCREASING ECONOMIC BENEFITS FOR ALL... TAXPAYERS AND NON TAXPAYERS ALIKE!

THE ISLAND'S ECONOMY CONTINUED TO GROW, AND EVERYBODY PROSPERED!
DEMOCRACY REARS ITS UGLY HEAD

A few more generations pass, and the political complexion of the island has changed! In a burst of democratic fever everyone on the island has been given the vote!

Senators are now highly paid individuals, who seek office more for money and power than for the honor of dispensing justice...

Many of them spend small fortunes to get elected!
Senators also "pay" their way into office by dispensing favors which win votes!

Friends, welfareites, and favor-seekers...

FISHPALM for Senate

H-hey... what about me?

Dispensing favors wins votes. Dispensing justice does not!

(by the new democratic thinkology)

Such is the reality of political life on the island now!
The courts still theoretically dispensed justice, but the quality of justice had suffered because of the kind of judges the senators were now appointing!

You're a good party man, Gorman Gavel... you're in!

You can count on me, ol' buddy!

Worse yet, the legitimate courts were replaced by a host of new administrative courts set up by the Senate to administer a quagmire of new laws they had passed! These courts function outside the real legal system and are controlled by the Senate!

What constitutional rights?!

Guilty!

Prove you're innocent!

Bureau Court
Court of No Appeal

Kangaroo Row

Arm Rule

Tax Co
The Senate now has more power and influence than was originally intended.

Franklin Dee is chief senator now. He's a direct descendant of the island's original bully.

But all the time, as a senator, he was doing favors for them with their own money (↑) and overcharging them to boot...

Bless you... and vote for me!

He won reelection to the Senate time after time through the favors so many of them thought he did for them!

Note: Franklin's taxing arm is very big but his favor arm is emaciated.

Praise the Lord of the Island!
Now Franklin was always looking for new ways to bestow vote-getting favors to keep himself in office...

HMMMM... The new director of the bank, Seymour GoodBank, a direct descendant of Max GoodBank, the bank's founder, is rejecting a number of requests for commercial and consumption loans! There must be a way to use these rejected loan applicants! HMMMM...

Sorry! I'm a conscientious guardian of the island's savings!

Stingy!

Bah!

Tightwad!
FRANKLIN HAD A BUREAUCRATIC BRAINSTORM...

AND THE SENATE PASSED A NEW LAW...

NOW JUST ABOUT EVERY TOM, DICK, AND HARRY COULD GET A GOVERNMENT LOAN... AND THE SENATORS HAD BOUGHT ANOTHER BIG BLOCK OF VOTERS!
You guessed it... government loans really come from taxing society's producers, hence reducing what they can save, and diminishing the island's limited supply of savings for sound investments!

Now that everyone votes... everyone also has to pay taxes!

But most of government loans were made in a more sneaky and indirect way! The government issued big batches of Franklin Reserve Notes!

All I need is paper and ink to make loans!

Huh? What do we do with these pieces of paper?
Now a Saver's claim to fish he had worked for and deposited as evidenced by his Deposit Book, was no better claim to his productivity than what could be withdrawn with Franklin Reserve Notes...

Thus, the government provided producers and non-producers alike with the same "Democratic" access to the community's store of savings!
But no matter how you slice it... whether a man's property is taken by a thug or by a funny money scheme, it's still called THEFT!

...the only difference being that some thieves let the government do their dirty work for them!

But eventually even those who claim favors from government realize that government's bite is bigger than its benevolence!

It takes a lot just to keep my machinery running!
When the idea for a Franklin Reserve System was first proposed to Mr. Goodbank, he vigorously opposed it, and so the senators agreed to wield their credit power judiciously! Besides, the greedy voters and powerful Senate were an irresistible force, and the law was passed!

But after the law was passed, it was soon amended to remove restrictive passages, and promises of government’s responsible use of credit were soon forgotten!

And so, at the end of the first year, a large volume of fish had been withdrawn from the bank by means of Franklin Reserve Notes...

Th-this is disastrous!
Instead of the savers having a profit this year, they've suffered a loss!

Now I can return only 9 fish for every 10 put in!

Huh?!

If the savers find out they may withdraw their fish and quit using my bank!

Zero

So moneybags is out of business! So what? Who cares?

Everybody should care, sir! The whole island is dependent upon savings!
GooD BANk was thinking of the WATERWORKS, now greatly expanded to furnish water to the remotest corner of the island...

SEE HERE, MR. FOReT FuL... THAT WILL PUT US BACK MANY YEARS! THERE WlLL BE NO POOL OF CAPITAL AVAILABLE TO MAINTAIN THE CAPITAL EQUIPMENT WE NOw REly ON, MUCH LESS CAPITAL FOR NEW PROJECTS!

THe WATERWORKS now employed 150 workers to maintain its system! It took 54,750 fish a year just to feed them. If savers quit saving fish at the bank there would be no way to feed the waterwork's workers!
Then there are maintenance and repair costs...

*SPLAT!*

If all the workers walked off the job to fish for a living again...

...the waterworks would finally quit working!
And the island's entire economy would be in big trouble as people would have to relocate near accessible water again...

Back to the old bucket toting again!

Ugh!

I haven't found a new job yet!

I can't let that happen!

Senator! Senator!

Senator Franklin Dee

Bam!

Bam!

Goodbank spills his troubles to Franklin...
ONCE THE SAVERS ON THE ISLAND REALIZE THAT THEY ARE LOSING THEIR SAVINGS STORED AT MY BANK, THEY WILL STOP SAVING! YOU WILL THEN SEE OUR WHOLE ECONOMY COLLAPSE... LIKE WATCHING AN EARTHQUAKE IN SLOW MOTION!

DON'T GET SO EXCITED, GOODBANK! WHY SHOULD THE SAVERS HAVE TO KNOW THAT THEIR SAVINGS ARE SHRINKING AND NOT GROWING?

WHY, IT'S NOW DECEMBER! IN A FEW WEEKS I'LL BE GIVING ALL DEPOSITORS THEIR ANNUAL STATEMENTS. INSTEAD OF HAVING THE USUAL 12 TO 13 FISH PER 10 SAVED, EACH DEPOSITOR WILL ONLY HAVE 8 OR 9!
Tut-tut, Goodbank! We of the Senate are foresighted...we'll fix it so the savers can't tell they're coming out short!

Bring on the fish technicians!

Look! We've been collecting discarded fish skins and skeletal remains with head and tail!

Now let's open up a genuine dried fish!

Plop!

Scapel...fish glue...action!

Wh-what's going on?

They're taking some of the meat from the genuine dried fish and putting it around a skeleton and covering it with an old fish skin!
...AND PRESTO! WHAT WAS ONCE GARBAGE NOW LOOKS LIKE A GENUINE FISH! NOW WE HAVE TWO FISH!

AMAZING!

WE'LL USE THESE "OFFICIAL FISH" FOR MONEY, AND THE DEPOSITORS...

THE DEPOSITORS WILL GET WISE!

SEE? YOUR "OFFICIAL FISH" LOOK SKIMPY NEXT TO A GENUINE DRIED FISH!

OFFICIAL FISH NEED NOT BE THAT SMALL. WE'LL MAKE 5 OFFICIAL ONES OUT OF EVERY 4 REAL ONES, SO THEY'LL ONLY BE 20% SMALLER. IN ADDITION, WE'LL PASS A LAW TO PREVENT ISLANDERS FROM COMPARING THEM TO REAL FISH!

YES, PASS A LAW!
We'll say our scientists have discovered the dread "Polutyoo Disease" in fish, and we'll require everyone to turn in their genuine fish for officially decontaminated fish!

The decontamination process will help explain why "official fish" look a little funny!

For society's protection, any islander caught storing, selling, or eating "contaminated" unofficial fish will be punished, fined, and imprisoned!

Also... it'll be against the law for anyone but an "official fisher" to catch fish from the sea!

No fishing allowed! Senate law No.946. This means you!
You'll need lots of undamaged fish remains to make this operation work, Senator Dee!

We'll merely pass another tax! In addition to his regular fish tax, each citizen will be required to pay a tax of 365 fish carcasses and skins per year!

Why would citizens turn in their fish carcasses and skins in good condition?

We'll tell them that to prevent pollution all fish remains will be processed through our special disposal system...

...and that only remains in good condition can pass through our equipment. No one will get tax credit for remains turned in in poor carcass condition!

But wait...in the long run this won't work! Eventually the real fish supply needed to support consumption requirements for capital replacement and growth will disappear!

"The whole economic structure of the island will collapse," pointed out Goodbank!
WE KNOW! BUT IT WILL WORK TILL AFTER THE NEXT ELECTION! WE CAN WORRY ABOUT IT THEN!

MEANWHILE, GOODBANK... THIS WILL GIVE YOU ENOUGH "OFFICIAL FISH" TO PAY THIS YEAR'S INTEREST... ONE FISH EARNED FOR EVERY TEN FISH SAVED!

THIS SCHEME WILL ENABLE US TO ESTABLISH A "GREAT SOCIETY"!

WELL, SEYMOUR GOODBANK, YOU WILL GO ALONG WITH THIS, WON'T YOU?

ABSOLUTELY NO! IT'S FRAUD... DECEPTION...

I WAS AFRAID OF THIS!
"GREAT SOCIETY," INDEED! IT WOULD BE A GREAT SWINDLE! IF THERE'S ONE TRAIT YOU SENATORS HAVE IN COMMON IT'S DISHONESTY! I'LL CLOSE THE BANK AND TELL THE PEOPLE TO SAVE THEIR FISH AT HOME BEFORE I GO ALONG WITH...

WE'VE HEARD ENOUGH!

GOODBANK'S PARTING WORDS FALL ON DEAF EARS...

GET CHESLEY BARTIN IN HERE!

THEIVES! MURDERERS!

CHESLEY, YOU'RE THE NEW DIRECTOR OF FISHBANK...ER, UNDER OUR SUPERVISION!

WHERE'S MY RUBBER STAMP, SENATORS?
The next morning...

Why it...It's Seymour Goodbank's body!

Yes, and it's plain to see that he died of natural causes!

Eulogies washed with crocodile tears are offered...

We'll have a spectacular funeral!

But how could the islanders have known that not only had they buried Goodbank, but the island's tradition for honest banking as well!
The islanders never suspected the dishonest relationship between their senators and the banker...

Eventually "official fish" were half the size of real fish. As a result, the islanders now consumed two fish a day instead of one...

Prices, which had been geared to the islanders' daily fish consumption, were now double what they had been before "Franklin Reserve Notes" had been introduced...

Why are prices going up? Inflation!
Inflation is caused by a "cost-price fish-push!"

We can stimulate the economy by holding down price increases to about half a belly a year!

The government bubbled over with explanations...

Prices have gone up because we're so prosperous!

You're demanding more and spending more!

Why, you're consuming twice what your forefathers did!

Inflation is merely the price of prosperity!

But nobody thought of pointing a finger at government, the real cause of inflation!
Since official fish were now so much smaller than normal fish, the government was forced to pass yet another law.

We had better do something to prevent fishermen from noticing how large real fish are!

I'm one step ahead of you on that one! We'll say that our scientists discovered that fish taken directly from the sea emit harmful radiation! To protect their eyes, "official fishermen" will be required to wear these special "fish glasses."

This way we can keep our scam going indefinitely!

In addition, to assure the islanders that their fish were safe in the bank, the government created the FDIC...

This law will show the public how concerned we are about their savings!

Yeah, and if they think their savings are insured, they won't notice how they are shrinking!
So the government and the bank continued to manufacture smaller & smaller "official fish"... and more and more "franklin reserve notes" were issued! Wages and prices, therefore, continued up, up, up!

And by the time "official fish" were only a third the size of normal fish, prices were up 200% from what they had been prior to the circulation of "franklin reserve notes"!

Now yet another law controlling "official fishermen" was passed...

They mustn't even touch real fish!

Stamp
The new "fishing regulations" prohibited fishermen from emptying their nets... only government "fishing coordinators" could do that... to promote the general welfare...

The fish disease is getting worse!

There's only enough immunity serum for us!

We'll relieve you of your catch and pay you in Franklin Reserve Notes!

(sigh!) I guess so! It's the law!

This way only a small group of "insiders" actually touched real, big, normal fish...

The Senate doesn't want those dumb slobs to get wise to the "official fish" scam!

Why should we care? We've got good government jobs!
But you can't fool all of the fisherman all of the time! Some daring fishermen detected the fraud...

Look, Fred... how fat and healthy a real fish is!

It's much heavier than "official fish" too!

These "lawbreakers" withdrew their "official fish" savings from the bank...

B-but... think of the interest you'll lose!

Hah! Your interest is smaller than the inflation rate!

We'll do better to save these and our catches of genuine fish at home!

More and more fishermen peeked and decided to keep the real fish they caught, etc... it was a "crime wave"...
FISHERMEN AREN'T BRINGING FISH INTO PORT ANY MORE!

BUT THERE'S A LOT OF FISHY BUSINESS GOING ON SENATOR!

THIS HAS GOT TO STOP! WE'LL SEND OUT SWARMS OF SEARCH PARTIES!

BLACK MARKET IN REAL FISH DEVELOPED...

THOSE "LAWBREAKERS" FOUND IN POSSESSION OF REAL FISH WERE PROSECUTED...

CAUGHT YOU, RED SNAPPER, HANDED, BONY AND CLOD!

CRASH!

EKK!

CRIME DOESN'T PAY!

BUT THERE WERE OTHER "LEGAL" WAYS AROUND THE ANTI-FISH LAWS...
"OFFSHORE BANKING" OF REAL FISH BECAME POPULAR AMONG FISH-WISE CITIZENS.

DEPOSIT TO THE ACCOUNT OF ABLE. III!

HOW UNPatriotic!

WE'LL PASS LAWS TO STOP THESE CRIMINALS!
LAWS!
LAWS!
LAWS!

AND SO THE "FOREIGN FISH CONTROL REGULATION, NO. 91-508" WAS PASSED BY THE SENATE...

YOU CAN IMAGINE HOW MUCH OUTFLOW OF FISH THIS LAW STOPPED!

ALL CRIMINALS, REPORT YOUR FOREIGN DeposITS HERE!
THE SENATE PASSED STILL MORE LEGISLATION, SUPPOSEDLY TO APPREHEND CRIMINALS, AND NOW ISLANDERS LEAVING THE LAND TO TRAVEL ABROAD ARE TARGETED...

HALT! YOU CAN'T TAKE MORE THAN 10 OFFICIAL FISH OUT OF THE COUNTRY!

BUT IT'S OUR VACATION!

IT'S ALSO OUR MONEY!

EEK! NOW WH- WHAT'S THIS BEAST DOING?!

HEH! THAT'S "SNORT," OUR CURRENCY SNIFTER!

SNORT'S SNOOT IS TRAINED TO DETECT "FRANKLIN RESERVE NOTES"! YOU ALSO CANNOT TAKE MORE THAN 10 OF THEM OUT!

B-BUT WHY?

'CAUSE WE WANNA NAB SMUGGLERS AND COUNTERFEITERS WHO DEAL IN LARGE SUMS!

GOSH! WE SURE DON'T HAVE MUCH FREEDOM ANY MORE!

YES, PEOPLE-CONTROL IS WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT! THE POLITICIANS DON'T WANT HONEST CITIZENS HEDGING AGAINST INFLATION BY INVESTING ABROAD! HOLDING A TIGHT REIN IS THE NAME OF THE GAME!
As official fish got smaller and smaller, it made more economic sense for real producers to spend more time hiding 1 fish than catching 7 real fish which they were compelled to turn into the government for "Franklin Reserve Notes..."

1 REAL FISH = 7 "OFFICIAL FISH"

Fewer and fewer fish were turned in to the bank and to Mandy Fund, and so there was less and less available for capital loans...

Franklin Reserve Note

Pay to the bearer on demand

One Fish

A loan for a new venture? Are you kidding? There's not even enough for loaning to the water works for upkeep!

Then I can't build a new factory!
WAGES AND PRICES ARE NOW 600% HIGHER THAN THEY WERE BEFORE "FRANKLIN RESERVE NOTES" CAME INTO USE!

Since "official fish" were so small, it took 7 of them to provide each islander with the same nutrition as one natural or real fish!

Since fish deposited in the bank were losing value so quickly, islanders were encouraged to save less, while many simply discontinued saving completely. Fish had to be spent quickly to avoid losses due to increasing prices...
Unemployment grew in all sectors of the economy, since there was now less savings available to industry to finance its capital needs.

There's a lot of unrest among those slobs, Senator!

Hmm... Those "slobs" are also "voters"! This is serious!

So Senator Pepe dipped into his think-tank for a solution to the unemployment problem...

Think Tank
"UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE" WILL SAVE THE DAY!

I'VE GOT ANOTHER BRAINSTORM!

CHESLEY! PRINT UP A PILE OF "FRANKLIN DEE NOTES"!

1 FOR YOU AND 2 FOR ME!

YES, THAT'S IT! WE'LL PAY THE UNEMPLOYED VOTERS WITH NEW NOTES! ALL WE NEED IS PAPER AND INK!
AND THE UNEMPLOYED ("BOUGHT VOTERS") RUSH DOWN TO THE BANK TO REDEEM THEIR "FRANKLIN D. EE NOTES" FOR WHAT LITTLE IS LEFT OF THE DWINDLING DEPOSITS OF OFFICIAL FISH...

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

EKK! IT'S A RUN ON THE BANK!

THE VAULT WAS SOON PICKED BARE...

WE'VE GOT PLENTY OF SKELETONS... AND EMPTY FISH SKINS, SIR!
Here! See what you can pick off these bones!

B-but this is a ten fish note!

What about me?

Hey!

Shall I warm up your think tank, Mr. Bartin?

No, no... there's no time for that now!

All I need is one more piece of paper and some ink!

And so...

Some holiday!

No work!

And no money!

Closed! Bank holiday
C hesley Bartin made an end run over to the Senate building...

The bank's out of both genuine and "official fish!" and the dumb slobs... I mean, "voters," are all out of joint!

Oooh! My think tank only gives me a headache now!

Let's call in our economic advisers!

Here they are... Walter Hickel and Paul Sibling!

Good!

Quick... what's your advice in the present economic crisis?
EXPAND CREDIT! LOWER TAXES!
WHAT!?!?

But credit's been expanded until there's nothing left to expand!
And there's nothing left to pay taxes with!

Can't you birds do any better than that?

Eh? A chorus of discontent rising from the streets...

Rumble!

CRASH!

We want jobs!
We need money!
ER...OUR ECONOMISTS ARE WORKING ON A NEW PLAN NOW, FOLKS...

EXPAND CREDIT!

LOWER TAXES!

WHAT'S NEW ABOUT THAT!?!

BAM! THAT'S ALL THE ECONOMICS THOSE BIRDS KNOW!

RETIRED THEM TO THEIR CAGE ON CRACKERS AND SEEDS!

EXPAND CREDIT!

LOWER TAXES!
The morally and monetarily bankrupt senators entered into a futile debate...

What can we do? All we ever did was steal the people's store of savings to finance our various projects!

Now there are no more savings to steal!

What are we going to do?

Jack Kennedy

Franklin Dee

But why don't we just create jobs for the unemployed?

Remember the W.R.A. project of good old Franklin Dee? We employed lots of people washing away dirt... cleaning the rocks on the beach!
Let's simply create jobs again!

How dense can you get, Kassidy... government creates nothing!

All we ever did was steal the community store of savings with taxes and "Franklin Reserve Notes," and divide up the loot among the voters!

After taking our own big chunk!

Then how are we going to pay off all those bonds that we sold to the people, telling them to "invest in the island"? We can't!

And the bonds we gave to the bank in exchange for the "Franklin Reserve Notes!" We distributed? We can't pay for anything!

Give us jobs! Give us money!

(Groan!) But those stupid voters still believe in us!

This is awful!
Into your think tank, Franklin... save the island with another con!

No way, Jack! There are no more foxy fixes to pull off! All we're left with now is truth!

And then Franklin Dee uttered the only honest words of his entire political career...

Friends, islanders, countrymen... I think the time has now come for all of us to start fishing... and quickly!
You Can Be A Prophet

Interference by Vote Seeking Politicians Brings Economic Mayhem

Business cycles, recessions, depressions and inflation are man-made...always predictable, always avoidable!

Example...

Government borrows and taxes to fund welfare programs

Productive workers are penalized by higher taxes, while unproductive individuals are rewarded with government aid. Not only do such programs reduce incentives for all, but they draw upon society's limited store of savings needed to create capital and provide jobs!
EXAMPLE... MINIMUM WAGE LAW

LET'S HELP THE NATION'S YOUTH BY PASSING A MINIMUM WAGE LAW!

YIKES! THAT'S PRETTY STEEP PAY! MY PROFIT MARGIN WON'T ALLOW ME TO HIRE AS MANY AS I'D LIKE TO HIRE ... NOT AT THIS HIGH PAY!

SO I'LL ONLY HIRE A FEW OF THE BEST QUALIFIED, MOST EXPERIENCED, AND HARDEST WORKERS!

I GOT FIRED!

I NEVER EVEN GOT HIRED!

THUS THE NATION'S YOUTH IS NOT HELPED! THERE IS MORE UNEMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTION COSTS ARE LIKELY HIGHER!
CONSUMER CREDIT VS. COMMERCIAL CREDIT

CONSUMER CREDIT
WASTES CREDIT!
When credit is used up
for consumer goods there
is less credit available
for productive
commercial purposes and
it lowers a society's
standard of living...

I WANT TO
Borrow to
BUILD A
FACTORY!

FISHER SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

SORRY! IT'S
ALL USED UP ON
CHARGE ACCOUNTS AND
THE LIKE!

I BORROW TO
CONSUME!

COMMERCIAL CREDIT
INCREASES CONSUMER GOODS, SAVINGS, AND
INVESTMENT CAPITAL... IT RAISES THE STANDARD
OF LIVING...

I BORROWED TO
PRODUCE!

MORE JOBS...MORE
GOODS AT LOWER
PRICES!

FISHGATE CO.

JOBS
APPLY WITHIN
Denny Deadbeat is denied a loan at the bank.

No way! I can't risk loaning the depositors' money out to the likes of you!

But since bureau-creats loan out other people's money they face no personal risk and thus loans are made for political rather than economic merit!

You poor voter... er, I mean soul! Come... we'll guarantee a loan to you!

Small Business Administration

And later, when "Go-get-em" Getz applies for a loan...

I'm terribly sorry, Mr. Getz, but I'm short on fish to loan! I've had to make too many government insured loans! (Sigh!)
EXAMPLE...

Suppose the government outlawed bank credit to finance automobile purchases (consumer credit)...

Yikes! I don't have enough cash to buy it!

No credit! 1000 fish

Very few people do!

Everybody at the auto agency is starving for lack of sales...

There's only one thing to do...

Slash prices drastically... or we'll go under!

Nothing's moving!

What're you going to do, boss?
NOW WITH MY TRADE-IN PLUS MY SAVINGS... ALMOST!

YOU COULD SELL YOUR POOL TABLE!

PRICE SLASHED
Only 500 FISH

READJUSTMENTS WOULD TAKE PLACE ALL ALONG THE LINE...

THE DEALERS WON'T TAKE ANY MORE HIGH PRICED CARS!

KLASSY CAR COMPANY

NO, THANKS!

INSIDE THE KLASSY CAR COMPANY ROLL BACKS TAKE PLACE...

WE CAN'T PAY THAT MUCH FOR LOGS ANY MORE!

TAKE A WAGE-CUT OR A LAY-OFF!
The whole economy would be affected... everything would adjust downward...

Roll back prices... lower wages!

Roll back prices... lower wages!

Workers would find themselves in lower tax brackets!

And they would have more of their paycheck left to buy lower priced consumer goods...

Outboard ducks 1/2 off!

Older and retired citizens on fixed incomes and savings would be helped by the downward shift in the price structure...

We can afford to live like humans again!

Look! We can even afford a new car now!
Eventually, just as many, if not more cars would be sold for cash...

It's good to really own it! No big payments! No high interest!

And they would have more money for travel!

Who would be hurt?

Not lenders...

We do a bigger commercial credit business now!

Society's biggest spendthrift and overextended debtor, the government would be in big trouble...

Tax revenues are down and I owe trillions!

I'm going to have to cut back, too!

Now you see why government encourages consumer credit...not to benefit the consumer, but to benefit itself!
In “How an Economy Grows (and Why It Doesn’t)” Irwin Schiff, America’s leading expert on the Federal Income Tax, presents economics in his thoroughly informative, yet always entertaining manner; proving that the only thing dismal about the “Dismal Science” must be those who normally teach and write about it. Without a doubt, anyone reading Schiff’s hilarious allegory will have a far better understanding of economics than many who have pursued the subject full time at our nation’s universities.
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